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Abstrat
We present a theory of neutrino interations with nulei aimed at the desrip-
tion of the partial ross-setions, namely quasi-elasti and multi-nuleon emission,
oherent and inoherent single pion prodution. For this purpose, we use the the-
ory of nulear responses treated in the random phase approximation, whih allows
a unied desription of these hannels. It is partiularly suited for the oherent
pion prodution where olletive eets are important whereas they are moderate
in the other hannels. We also study the evolution of the neutrino ross-setions
with the mass number from arbon to alium. We ompare our approah to the
available neutrino experimental data on arbon. We put a partiular emphasis on
the multi-nuleon hannel, whih at present is not easily distinguishable from the
quasi-elasti events. This omponent turns out to be quite relevant for the interpre-
tation of experiments (K2K, MiniBooNE, SiBooNE). It an aount in partiular
for the unexpeted behavior of the quasi-elasti ross-setion.
PACS: 25.30.Pt, 13.15.+g, 24.10.Cn
1 Introdution
Neutrino physis has undergone a spetaular development in the last deade, follow-
ing the disovery of neutrino osillations rst revealed by the anomaly of atmospheri
neutrinos [1℄. A number of results on the interation of neutrinos with matter are now
available. Neutrino detetors do not usually onsist of pure hydrogen but they involve
omplex nulei for instane
12
C, as in SiBar [2℄, where the moleule C8H8 is involved,
or in MiniBooNE [3℄ whih uses the mineral oil CH2. Heavier nulei are also under
onsideration for instane in the liquid argon hamber planned for T2K [4, 5℄. A num-
ber of results have been obtained, for neutral or harged urrent (K2K, MiniBooNE,
SiBooNE) on quasi elasti proesses or oherent and inoherent single pion prodution
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17℄. The rst question is then if our present un-
derstanding of neutrino interations with matter an reprodue the available data. Many
works [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36℄ have
been devoted to this problem, using various theoretial approahes [37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
1
42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64℄.
In this artile we will explore suh interations using the theory of the nulear response
treated in the random phase approximation (RPA) in the quasi-elasti and Delta reso-
nane region inluding also two and three nuleon knok-out. The formalism is the same
as the one used by Marteau [38℄ in his work on the ν−16O interation. The merit of
this approah is that, although perfetible in several ways, it desribes in a unique frame
several nal state hannels. This tehnique has been suessful in a number of problems
involving either weakly interating probes suh as (e,e') sattering or strongly interating
ones suh as pion sattering or (
3
He,T) harge exhange reation [65℄. We give the ross-
setions for pion prodution, oherent or inoherent, and nuleon knok-out, for neutral
or harged urrents. We restrit to single pion prodution ignoring two-pion prodution
proesses whih, for real photons, lead to a sizable part of the photo-absorption ross-
setion at energies larger than the Delta resonane, above ≃ 500 MeV. Our treatment
should thus underestimate the ross-setion when multi-pion prodution starts to show
up. Our work ignores as well the meson exhange eets whih play a non negligible role
[66, 67℄. We only take into aount the exhange eet in the time omponent of the axial
urrent, whih is known to be important [68℄. For single pion prodution we assume that
the dominant prodution mehanism is via the Delta resonane, ignoring the other reso-
nane exitations, whih also limits the energy for the validity of our approah. Beyond
quasi-elasti proesses and single pion prodution via Delta exitation we also inorporate
several nuleon knok-out through two-partile-two-hole (2p−2h) and 3p−3h exitations.
These will play a ruial role in the omparison with data involving quasi-elasti events.
Among the aims of this work there is the exploration of the evolution of the neutrino-
nuleus interation as the mass number of the nuleus goes from the arbon region to the
region of
40
Ca. This investigation is motivated by the projet of a liquid argon hamber in
the T2K experiment whih raises the question if one keeps ontrol of the understanding
of the interation of neutrinos with matter by going to a medium-weight nuleus suh
as
40
Ar. In order to single out the evolutions linked to the nulear size we have hosen
as element of omparison an isosalar nuleus in the
40
Ar region, namely
40
Ca. For the
oherent proess whih per nuleon fades away in heavy nulei, the evolution is relatively
rapid but should remain under ontrol as our theory is partiularly well adapted to this
hannel. The other exlusive hannels, in partiular the inoherent pion prodution, are
sensitive to nal state interation not automatially inluded in our approah. This leaves
some unertainty in the evolution between the mass 12 and the mass 40 region for this
hannel.
Our artile is organized as follows: Setion 2 introdues the formalism of the response
funtions treated in the random phase approximation (RPA). Setion 3 disusses the
various nal state hannels. In Se. 4 we ompare these preditions with the available
data. In Se. 5 we provide a summary and onlusion of the present work.
2
2 Formalism
The double dierential ross-setion for the reation νl (ν¯l) + A −→ l− (l+) +X is given
by
∂2σ
∂Ωk′∂k′
=
G2F cos
2 θCk
′2
32pi2k0k′0
|T |2 (1)
where GF is the weak oupling onstant, θc the Cabbibo angle, k and k
′
the initial and nal
lepton momenta, and T the invariant amplitude given by the ontration of the leptoni
L and hadroni W tensors. Their expressions are given in Appendix A. In order to
illustrate how the various response funtions enter and to introdue the variables, we give
below a simplied expression, whih in partiular ignores the lepton mass ontribution
and assumes zero ∆ width. We stress however that in the atual alulations the full
formulas of Appendix A, whih do not make these simpliations, have been used. The
simplied double dierential ross-setion reads
∂2σ
∂Ω ∂k′
=
G2F cos
2 θc (k
′)2
2 pi2
cos2
θ
2
[
G2E (
q2µ
q2
)2RNNτ
+ G2A
(M∆ −MN )2
2 q2
RN∆στ(L) +G
2
A
(M∆ −MN )2
q2
R∆∆στ(L)
+
(
G2M
ω2
q2
+G2A
) (
− q
2
µ
q2
+ 2 tan2
θ
2
) (
RNNστ(T ) + 2R
N∆
στ(T ) +R
∆∆
στ(T )
)
± 2GAGM k + k
′
MN
tan2
θ
2
(
RNNστ(T ) + 2R
N∆
στ(T ) +R
∆∆
στ(T )
)]
(2)
where qµ = kµ− k′µ = (ω, q) is the four momentum transferred to the nuleus, θ the sat-
tering angle, M∆ (MN ) the Delta (nuleon) mass. The eletri, magneti and axial form
fators are taken in the standard dipole parameterization with the following normaliza-
tions: GE(0) = 1.0, GM(0) = 4.71 and GA(0) = 1.255. The orresponding ut-o param-
eters are MV = 0.84 GeV/c
2
for the eletri and magneti terms and MA = 1.032 GeV/c
2
for the axial one. The plus (minus) sign in Eq. (2) stands for the neutrino (antineutrino)
ase. A similar expression applies to the proess : νl (ν¯l)+A −→ νl (ν¯l)+X , whih involves
neutral urrents. The various responses R appearing in Eq.(2) are dened aording to
RPP
′
α =
∑
n
〈n|
A∑
j=1
OPα (j) e
iq.xj |0〉〈n|
A∑
k=1
OP
′
α (k) e
iq.xk |0〉∗ δ(ω −En + E0). (3)
The upper indies (P, P ′) refer to the type of partile (N or ∆) at the verties that ouples
to the external probe. The orresponding operators have the following forms:
ONα (j) = τ
±
j , (σj.q̂) τ
±
j , (σj × q̂)i τ±j ,
for α = τ , στ(L), στ(T ), and
O∆α (j) = (Sj .q̂) T
±
j , (Sj × q̂)i T±j ,
3
for α = στ(L), στ(T ). We have thus dened the inlusive isospin (Rτ ), spin-isospin
longitudinal (Rστ(L)) and spin-isospin transverse (Rστ(T )) nulear response funtions (the
longitudinal and transverse harater of these last two responses refers to the diretion
of the spin operator with respet to the diretion of the transferred momentum). The
operators S and T are the usual 1/2 to 3/2 transition operators in the spin and isospin
spae. We have assumed the existene of a saling law between the nuleon and Delta
magneti and axial form fators [69℄:
G∗M/GM = G
∗
A/GA = f
∗/f,
where f ∗ (f) is the piN ∆ (pi N N) oupling onstant. For a matter of onveniene, we
have inorporated the saling fator f ∗/f = 2.2 into the responses.
The presene of the spin-isospin longitudinal oupling is a distint feature of neu-
trino interation as ompared to inelasti eletron sattering. For instane oherent pion
prodution, present in ν interations is partly suppressed in (e, e′) sattering due to the
purely transverse spin oupling of the exhanged photon. Inlusive eletron sattering is
nevertheless useful as a test for the transverse response [64℄. The response funtions are
related to the imaginary part of the orresponding full polarization propagators
R(ω, q) = −V
pi
Im[Π(ω, q, q)], (4)
where V is the nulear volume suh that Vρ = A. They are alulated within a RPA
(random phase) ring approximation starting from bare propagators (meaning that the
nulear orrelations are swithed o). The word bare here does not imply that the orre-
sponding response is free of many-body eets, as desribed in the following. The bare
polarization propagator is illustrated by some of its omponents in Fig. 1 where the wig-
gled lines represent the external probe, the full lines orrespond to the propagation of a
nuleon (or a hole), the double lines to the propagation of a Delta and the dashed lines
to an eetive interation between nuleons and/or Deltas.
The dotted lines in Fig. 1 indiate, in eah of the hannels introdued previously
(NN,N∆ or ∆∆), whih intermediate state is plaed on-shell. It follows that the bare
response is the sum of the following partial omponents: NN : quasi-elasti (as desribed
by the standard Lindhard funtion), NN : 2p− 2h, N∆ and ∆N : 2p− 2h, ∆∆ : piN ,
∆∆ : 2p− 2h, ∆∆ : 3p− 3h.
Notie that the graphs shown in Fig. 1 do not exhaust all the possibilities for the bare
propagator. For instane the distortion of the pion emitted by the ∆ is not expliitly
shown, although it will be inluded in our evaluation through the modiation of the ∆
width in the nulear medium. But the type of nal states that we onsider is limited to the
previous list. Thus, in the bare ase, through the introdution of the partial polarization
propagators illustrated by the Feynman graphs of Fig. 1, the inlusive expression of Eq.
(2) provides an aess to the exlusive ones, with spei nal states.
For the atual evaluation of the bare response, i.e., the imaginary piee of the bare
propagator, some of the graphs of Fig. 1 amount to a modiation of the Delta width
in the medium. We take into aount this modiation through the parameterization of
the in-medium Delta width of Oset and Saledo [70℄, whih leads to a good desription
4
(6)
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Figure 1: Feynman graphs of the partial polarization propagators: NN quasi-elasti (1),
NN (2p-2h) (2), N∆ (2p-2h) (3), ∆N (2p-2h) (3'), ∆∆ (piN) (4), ∆∆ (2p-2h) (5), ∆∆
(3p-3h) (6). The wiggled lines represent the external probe, the full lines orrespond to
the propagation of a nuleon (or a hole), the double lines to the propagation of a Delta
and the dashed lines to an eetive interation between nuleons and/or Deltas. The
dotted lines show whih partiles are plaed on-shell.
of pion-nulear reations. The authors split the ∆ width into dierent deay hannel
ontributions : the ∆ −→ piN , whih is modied by the Pauli bloking of the nuleon
and the distortion of the pion. Moreover, in the nulear medium, new deay hannels are
possible: the two-body (2p − 2h) and three-body (3p − 3h) absorption hannels whih
they also inorporate. They give a parametrization for the inlusion of these eets,
both in the ase of pion interation with nulei and for the photo-prodution proess.
We have used their parametrization in spite of the fat that in neutrino interation the
intermediate boson has a spae-like harater. An expliit evaluation of the orresponding
ontributions in the kinematial situation of neutrino sattering is desirable. There exist
also other 2p − 2h ontributions whih are not reduible to a modiation of the Delta
width. We inlude them, as in the work of Marteau [38℄, following the method of Delorme
and Guihon [71℄ who perform an extrapolation of the alulations of Ref. [72℄ on the
2p − 2h absorption of pions at threshold. For the last ontribution only the imaginary
part of the orresponding propagator is inorporated. The expliit expressions are given
in Appendix B.1. It turns out that for neutrino interation it is the dominant ontribution
to the 2p − 2h nal state hannel, as will be illustrated later. This piee of the ross-
setion is subjet to some unertainty as this parametrization has not been onstrained
by spei experimental tests. This point will be disussed in more detail in Ses. 3.3
and 4.3.
The bare polarization propagator is density dependent. In a nite system, Π0(ω,q,q′),
it is non-diagonal in momentum spae. In order to aount for the nite size eets we
5
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Figure 2: Bare response for
12
C at q = 300 MeV/c as a funtion of the energy transfer
with its dierent omponents, quasi-elasti and pion emission (left panel), 2p − 2h and
3p− 3h (right panel).
evaluate it in a semi-lassial approximation where it an be ast in the form
Π0(ω, q, q′) =
∫
dr e−i(q−q
′
)·r Π0
(
ω,
1
2
(q + q′) , r
)
. (5)
In pratie we use a loal density approximation,
Π0
(
ω,
q + q′
2
, r
)
= Π0kF (r)
(
ω,
q + q′
2
)
, (6)
where the loal Fermi momentum kF (r) is related to the experimental nulear density
through : kF (r) = (3/2 pi
2 ρ(r))1/3. The density proles of the various nulei onsidered
are taken from the Sum-of-Gaussians nulear harge density distribution parameters a-
ording to Ref. [73℄. The orresponding bare response for
12
C at q = 300 MeV/c as a
funtion of the energy transfer is illustrated in Fig.2 with its dierent omponents, quasi-
elasti, pion emission, 2p − 2h and 3p − 3h. In all gures the responses inorporate the
multipliative spin-isospin fator.
Turning to the Random Phase Approximation, as the semi-lassial approximation is
not suited to evaluate the olletive eets, we have used the previous bare polarization
propagator Π0 as an input in a full quantum mehanial resolution of the RPA equations
in the ring approximation. The introdution of the RPA orrelations amounts to solving
integral equations whih have the generi form:
Π = Π0 +Π0 VΠ, (7)
where V denotes the eetive interation between partile-hole exitations. Its diagram-
mati representation is given in Fig.3. Some detailed expressions are given in Appendix
6
B.2. In the spin-isospin hannel the RPA equations ouple the L and T or the N and
∆ omponents of the polarization propagators. The eetive interation relevant in the
isospin and spin-isospin hannels is the ruial ingredient for determining the importane
of the RPA eets. We use the parametrization in terms of pi, ρ and ontat piees:
VNN = (f
′ + Vpi + Vρ + Vg′) τ 1.τ 2
VN∆ = (Vpi + Vρ + Vg′) τ 1.T
†
2
V∆N = (Vpi + Vρ + Vg′) T 1.τ 2
V∆∆ = (Vpi + Vρ + Vg′) T 1.T
†
2. (8)
For instane, in the NN ase one has :
Vpi =
(
gr
2MN
)2
F 2pi
q2
ω2 − q2 −m2pi
σ1.q̂ σ2.q̂
Vρ =
(
gr
2MN
)2
Cρ F
2
ρ
q2
ω2 − q2 −m2ρ
σ1 × q̂ σ2 × q̂
Vg′ =
(
gr
2MN
)2
F 2pi g
′ σ1.σ2, (9)
where g′ is the Landau-Migdal parameter and Cρ = 1.5. Here Fpi(q) = (Λ
2
pi−m2pi)/(Λ2pi−q2)
and Fρ(q) = (Λ
2
ρ − m2ρ)/(Λ2ρ − q2) are the pion-nuleon and rho-nuleon form fators,
with Λpi = 1 GeV and Λρ = 1.5 GeV. For the Landau-Migdal parameter f
′
, we take
f ′ = 0.6. As for the spin-isospin parameters g′ we use the information of the spin-isospin
phenomenology [74℄, with a onsensus for a larger value of g′NN = 0.7; for the other
parameters we take g′N∆ = g
′
∆∆ = 0.5.
The separation between the spei hannels is less straightforward in the RPA ase
than in the bare one. Indiations an be obtained with the following method, introdued
in Ref. [38℄. The imaginary part of Π an be written (again generially) as :
ImΠ = |Π|2 ImV + |1 + ΠV |2 ImΠ0. (10)
It separates into two terms. The rst term on the r.h.s. of Eq.(10), |Π|2 ImV , is absent
when the eetive interation is swithed o. In the domain of energy onsidered it is the
imaginary part of the pion exhange potential Vpi whih plays the major role. This proess
thus represents the oherent pion prodution, i.e., the emission of an on-shell pion, the
nuleus remaining in its ground state. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, in whih the hathed
rings represents the RPA polarization propagator. The seond term on the r.h.s. of Eq.
(10), proportional to the bare polarization propagator ImΠ0, reets the type of nal
state already mentioned for the imaginary part of Π0: NN, piN, ..... The fator in front,
|1 + ΠV |2, embodies the modiation of the exlusive bare responses by the olletive
eets. We point out however that nal state interations are not inorporated in this
desription. For instane a pion produed in the deay of the Delta resonane an be
absorbed on its way out leading to a multi-nuleon emission proess. Thus the seond
term in Eq. (10) is adequate for the sum of the inoherent pion prodution and the
7
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Figure 3: Diagrammati representation of the RPA polarization propagator. The white
bubble is the free p-h propagator while the blak is the full RPA one.
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Figure 4: Diagrammati representation of the oherent proess. The dotted line indiates
that pion is plaed on-shell.
multi-nuleon knok-out hannels, but not for eah hannel individually. The separation
between these two hannels from the type of nal state is approximate for light nulei suh
as
12
C. In heavier nulei it overestimates the inoherent pion hannel, underestimating
the multi-nuleon one. We will illustrate this fat in the sattering of physial pions.
Having established the formalism, we are now ready to evaluate the ross-setions
in the various partial hannels. In the atual numerial alulation we have limited the
energy transfer to ω = 1 GeV as our approah beomes insuient for a larger energy
transfer. The enter-of-mass orretion for the pi-N system q
CM
= q
1+ω/M
[75℄ is made by
dividing the bare responses by a fator r2 = (1+ω/M)2. The omponents of the neutrino
ross-setion that does not involve the momentum q at the two ends of the RPA hain
are obtained by an overall multipliation by the fator r2. Interferene terms with one
momentum are multiplied by r.
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Figure 5: Longitudinal and transverse total responses of
12
C at xed q = 300 MeV/c as a
funtion of ω. The oherent part of the responses is also shown.
3 Results
3.1 Coherent ross-setion
Several types of responses enter the total neutrino ross-setion, isovetor, spin-isospin:
transverse or longitudinal. The last quantity is naturally assoiated with the oherent
proess, sine it has the same oupling as the pion. The prodution by a transverse spin
oupling requires a transverse-longitudinal onversion whih is partly suppressed. This
dierene is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the total responses, longitudinal and transverse,
of
12
C are displayed as a funtion of the energy transferred to the nulear system for
a xed three-momentum q= 300 MeV/c. The oherent omponent, muh larger in the
longitudinal ase, is also shown.
Figure 6 illustrates the evolution with the nulear size of the oherent part of the
longitudinal response per nuleon as a funtion of the energy at xed momentum for
some nulei,
12
C,
16
O,
40
Ca and also for a titious piee of isospin symmetri nulear
matter with the density prole of lead. Two features emerge, the rst one is that its
magnitude dereases in lead, as expeted : the oherent response per nuleon vanishes
in nulear matter when the polarization propagators beome diagonal in momentum spae.
The seond is that the oherent response is not peaked at the energy ωpi = (q
2 +m2pi)
1/2
where the mismath between the inident energy and that of the physial outgoing pion
is smallest. Instead it is reshaped by the olletive features of the longitudinal response
with the appearane of two olletive branhes on eah side of the pion line. This is more
apparent in the ase of the (titious) lead.
As a test of our desription of the oherent responses we have investigated the elasti
sattering of pions on nulei in the Delta region, related to the oherent part of the
spin-isospin longitudinal response through :
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σelas(ω) =
(
gr
2MN
)2
piqpi R
coh
L (ω, qpi) (11)
where q2pi = ω
2−m2pi and RcohL refers to the oherent part of the longitudinal response. The
resulting ross-setion in the ase of
12
C is shown in Fig.7 together with the experimental
points from Ref.[76℄. The agreement with data is satisfatory. A similar auray an be
expeted for the oherent response whih enters the neutrino ross-setion, at least in the
energy region for the produed pion where we have tested our model (i.e., between ω ≃ 220
and ≃ 450MeV ). The elasti ross-setion whih depends on the longitudinal response
is partiularly sensitive to olletive eets in this hannel known to be important. The
replaement of the bare response by the RPA one leads to a dierent energy behavior,
the olletive eets produing a softening of the response, harateristi of the olletive
nature of the longitudinal hannel.
Figure 8 displays our evaluations of the neutrino oherent ross-setion on
12
C as a funtion
of the pion kineti energy, both for harged and neutral urrent, for several neutrino
inident energies. The resulting total oherent ross-setions are displayed in Fig.9.
The suppression of the meson exhange orretion in the time omponent of the axial
urrent, G∗A → GA, produes a moderate ≃ 10% inrease of the ross-setion.
The data available on the oherent prodution by neutrino onern its ratio to the total
ross-setion and to the total pion prodution. We will then postpone the omparison
with experimental data after the disussion of the various other hannels.
3.1.1 Adler's theorem
In the forward diretion where q = ω and for vanishing lepton mass, only the spin longitu-
dinal response ontribution survives. As it also enters in pion sattering, it is possible to
relate the forward neutrino ross-setion to the ross-setion of physial pions, apart from
a dierene in kinematis: q = ω (soft pions) for neutrinos, instead of q = qpi =
√
ω2 −m2pi
for physial pions. This dierene beomes less relevant at large energies. This is the on-
tent of Adler's theorem [77℄. The oherent hannel, whih is ompletely dominated by
the longitudinal response, oers the best appliation of this theorem, while for the other
hannels the transverse omponent, whih bears no relation to pion sattering, quikly
takes over as soon as one moves away from the forward diretion. This theorem has been
used in the approah of Refs. [18℄ [29℄ [31℄ to evaluate the oherent neutrino-nuleus
ross-setion. This is not our aim here. We want to illustrate the link between the for-
ward diretion oherent neutrino ross-setion and the elasti pion-nuleus one. For the
oherent ross-setion Adler's relation writes(
∂2σ
∂Ω ∂ω
)
oh
θ=0
=
G2F cos
2 θc
pi3
f 2pi
Eν − ω
ω
σelas(ω), (12)
where fpi = 93.2 MeV is the neutral pion deay onstant. Introduing the experimental
values for the elasti ross-setion taken from Ref.[76℄ we obtain the points shown in Fig.
10 together with our predited urve. The agreement is rather good. It deteriorates at
small energies when the kinematial dierene between soft and physial pions beomes
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Figure 10: νe-
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C oherent ross-se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substantial. A natural orretion an be performed with the introdution into the r.h.s.
of Eq.(12) of a multipliative fator
ω
qpi
as suggested by the relation of Eq.(11) between
RL and σ
elas.
. The orresponding orreted points are also shown in Fig. 10 extending
somewhat the region of agreement. The use of the Adler relation beomes problemati at
energies near threshold. For small neutrino energy (Eν < 0.5 GeV) this region has more
weight in the total oherent ross-setion.
The Adler relation thus provides a good test for our evaluation of oherent neutrino
ross-setion in the forward diretion. We believe that the extrapolation to the non-
forward diretion as performed in our model should be under ontrol.
3.2 Pion-nuleus ross-setions
The various partial ross-setions for physial pions on nulei onstitute a preious piee of
information. Elasti ross-setion has already been introdued as a test for the oherent
ross-setion. The total ross-setion for pions on the nulei is given by an expression
similar to Eq.(11) with the full polarization propagator replaing the oherent piee
σtot(ω) =
(
gr
2MN
)2
piqpi RL(ω, qpi). (13)
The orresponding ross-setion is displayed in Fig.11 together with the experimental
points. We will show that in the same way the inelasti ross-setion provides some
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information on the inoherent pion prodution by neutrinos and the absorptive ross-
setion on the multi-nuleon hannels. Figure 11 displays the various partial hannels
(but the elasti one, previously shown) whih ontribute to the pi+ ross-setion on 12C,
namely the inelasti pion sattering hannel (whih is the inoherent sattering with a pi+
in the nal state) and the absorptive one. We also display the sum of the inoherent pion
(inluding harge exhange) and true absorption (multi-nuleon hannels) ross-setions.
The experimental points are taken from Ashery et al. [76℄. To redue the lutter, we
have not expliitly plotted the harge-exhange ross-setion whih, in our approah, is
one fth of the inelasti pi+ ross-setion and is onsistent with the experimental data.
While the elasti ross-setion was well reprodued, our approah overestimates the pi+
inelasti hannel in the peak region and largely underestimates the absorptive hannel.
We attribute this deieny to the absene of pion nal state interation as the pion an
be reabsorbed on its way out the nuleus. It an also undergo harge exhange proess
but this is a smaller eet. As a ounterpart the absorptive multi-nuleon prodution
is underestimated, as is apparent in Fig.11. The sum of the two hannels is instead
reasonably well reprodued in the peak region.
These limitations also aet the inoherent neutrino-nuleus ross-setion but we stress
that, in ontradistintion, our desription for the oherent hannel automatially ontains
the nal state interations and no further orretion is needed. The total neutrino ross-
setion is also obviously not aeted. With the information on the pion energy spetrum
in neutrino interations (that our alulation does not provide) it would be possible to
estimate at eah energy an attenuation fator for the inoherent neutrino prodution
from the dierene between our alulation and inelasti data for physial pions. For
instane, for
12
C at Eν = 1 GeV, a rough evaluation of the overall orretion for the
inoherent prodution ross-setion with the information on the pion spetrum [78℄ results
in a moderate redution of ≃ 15%. A similar attenuation was found in oxygen at Eν = 500
MeV and Eν = 750 MeV [43℄. A larger orretion is obviously expeted for alium.
3.3 Quasi-elasti and multi-nuleon hannels
The quasi-elasti (QE) hannel orresponds to a single nuleon knok-out. In the quasi-
elasti proess the spae-like harater is pronouned as the quasi-elasti peak ours at
ω ≃ q2/(2MN), hene the distribution in Q2 = q2 − ω2 is rather broad [9℄. At zero order
only RNN ontributes to this hannel. In the RPA hain instead RN∆ and R∆∆ also
partiipate. For instane the lowest order ontribution of RN∆ is illustrated in Fig. 12.
In ontrast to the oherent hannel, the quasi-elasti one is totally dominated by the
transverse response. The longitudinal ontribution is suppressed by a anellation between
the spae and time omponents of the axial urrent, as observed by Marteau [38℄ and
shown in Appendix A.1 for vanishing lepton mass and negleting the Fermi momentum.
Numerially its ontribution is indeed very small. We have tested our semi-lassial
approximation on the bare QE νe -
12
C ross-setion through a omparison with the one
obtained by Martini et al. [53℄ in the ontinuum shell model where the mean eld is
produed by a Woods-Saxon well. Our result is very similar in shape and magnitude to
the one of [53℄ but for a displaement in energy of 27 MeV. This reets the inlusion
of the nuleon separation energy in the ontinuum shell model, whih is ignored in our
14
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Figure 12: Lowest order ontribution of RN∆ to the quasi-elasti hannel.
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approximation.
The quasi-elasti ross-setion is displayed in Fig. 13 as a funtion of the energy
transfer for neutrino energy Eν = 1 GeV, both in the bare ase and in the RPA one.
The RPA inuene produes a redution, as expeted from the repulsive harater of
the partile-hole interation, whih prevails in the transverse hannel. This redution is
mostly due to the interferene term RN∆ whih is negative (Lorentz-Lorenz eet [79℄).
The total quasi-elasti harged urrent and neutral urrent ross-setion are plotted
in Figs.14 and 15 as a funtion of the neutrino energy. In Figs. 13, 14 and 15 we also
display the sum of the two- and three-nuleon knok-out ross-setions, whih represents
a sizable fration of the quasi-elasti one. Singling out the genuine quasi-elasti proess
requires the insurane that no more than one proton is ejeted. This question will appear
in the omparison with data. Among the various ontributions to the multi-nuleon
hannel the ones whih do not redue to a modiation of the ∆ width are dominant. The
aumulation of 2p−2h strength at low energy is an artifat of the simplied extrapolation
that we use in this hannel. In Setion 4.3 this point is disussed in more detail and another
method for the parametrization, with an expliit momentum dependene, is introdued.
It modies the ω dependene of dσ
dω
, spreading the strength over a larger energy region,
but does not substantially aet the energy integrated ross-setion.
Coming now to the evolution of these hannels between
12
C and
40
Ca we ompare the
orresponding RPA dierential ross-setions per neutron for the two nulei in Fig. 16.
One an see that the evolution of this quantity with the mass number is quite weak in
the QE ase. It is also weak in the multi-nuleon hannel although it should inrease
faster with density than the quasi-elasti one. However, between a light system suh as
12
C and
40
Ca the evolution is moderate. Only in the ase of deuteron one expets the
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ross-setion as a funtion of neutrino energy.
multi-nuleon knok-out to be appreiably smaller in view of the loose binding of the
system.
3.4 Inoherent pion emission
The pion arises from the pioni deay of the Delta leaving the nuleus in a p− h exited
state. For the nulei that we onsider this ross-setion is muh larger than the oherent
one. As ompared to a free nuleon the emission probability is already appreiably redued
in the bare ase by the hange in the Delta width. Moreover the RPA eets, whih are
moderate, also tend to a small redution. The redution due to the modiation of the
Delta width has a ounterpart in the presene of a omponent of multi-nuleon knok-
out. Charged urrent and neutral urrent ross-setions for inoherent pion emission for
all possibles harges are represented in Fig.14 and 15 as a funtion of neutrino energy.
Moreover these gures summarize all previous results for the other hannels and also give
the total ross-setions.
On the other hand, Fig.16 ompares the neutrino dierential ross-setion per neutron
in the various hannels as a funtion of the energy transfer, ω, for the ases of 12C and
40
Ca and for a neutrino energy Eν = 1 GeV. The two sets of urves are very similar. We
an onlude that, at the level of our approximation, i.e., without nal state interation,
it is possible to extrapolate smoothly from
12
C to the region of
40
Ar. Only the oherent
ross-setion presents a signiant variation, illustrated in Fig.17.
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4 Comparison with data
4.1 Coherent pion prodution
Experimental data onern ratios between dierent ross-setions. The rst indiation of
oherent pion prodution by neutral urrent was given by MiniBooNE [10℄, that found the
ratio of oherent to total pi0 prodution to be 0.195 ± 0.011 ± 0.025. In this experiment
the neutrino ux is spread in energy with a peak at ≃ 700MeV [13℄. Our approah
leads to a lower number, namely 0.06, whih is diult to reonile with experimental
data, a problem that other groups also fae. It has been suggested in Ref.[27℄ that
MiniBooNE, whih uses Rein-Sehgal model [80℄ for data analysis, possibly overestimates
the pi0 oherent ross-setion. In a preliminary report [81℄ the experimental value given
for this ross-setion is 7.7±1.6±3.6 10−40 m2. Our result for this ross-setion averaged
on the MiniBooNE ux [13℄, 2.8 10
−40
m
2
, is ompatible with the experiment in view of
the large experimental errors.
On the other hand for harged urrent, two experimental groups have given upper
limits for the ratio of oherent pion prodution to the total ross-setion. The K2K
ollaboration gives a limit of 0.60 10−2 averaged over a neutrino ux with a mean energy
of 1.3 GeV [7℄. More reently, the SiBooNE ollaboration found for the same quantity
0.67 10−2 at neutrino energy of 1.1 GeV [12℄ and 1.36 10−2 at neutrino energy of 2.2 GeV.
We report in Fig.18 our predition for this quantity. Sine our approah is appropriate
for a limited neutrino energy range we keep in the omparison only the lowest energy
SiBooNE point. Our urve is just ompatible with the experimental bound.
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4.2 Total pion prodution
Another measured quantity is the ratio of pi+ prodution to quasi-elasti ross-setion
for harged urrent. The MiniBooNE ollaboration has used a CH2 target. In order to
ompare with ANL [82℄ and K2K [11℄ data, they presented the results with an isosalar
resaling orretion [14℄. The issue of pion loss by nal state interation, whih is not
inorporated in our desription, has also been taken into aount by MiniBooNE who
orrets data for this eet. We an thus ompare our pi+ over quasi-elasti ratio (solid
line in the upper panel of Fig.19) to the nal-state-interation-orreted MiniBooNE re-
sults. Our urve inorporates the small oherent ross-setion; the inoherent pion one
is multiplied by the isospin fator 5/6 to single out pi+ ontribution. Our urve is fully
ompatible with experimental data.
As an additional information, MiniBooNE also gives a ratio more diretly related to
the measurements, namely the ratio of pion-like events (dened as events with exatly one
µ− and one pi+ esaping the struk nuleus) and quasi-elasti signal (dened as those with
one µ− and no pions). In our language the last quantity represents the total Np − Nh
(N = 1, 2, 3, inluding the quasi-elasti for N = 1) exlusive hannel. We have ompared
this seond experimental information to the ratio between our alulated pion prodution
(whih however ignores nal state interations) and our total Np − Nh ontribution to
the total harged urrent neutrino ross-setion (lower panel of Fig.19). There is an
appreiable dierene between the two urves of Fig.19: the one in the lower panel is
redued due to a large 2p−2h omponent in theNp−Nh ross-setion, whih inreases the
denominator. The omparison with the experiment shows an agreement up to Eν ≃ 1.2
GeV. Final state interations for the pion, whih are not inluded, are expeted to redue
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our result at the level of 15 %, still maintaining an agreement.
A new result has been presented at NuInt09 by SiBooNE [16℄. It is the ratio of the
total neutral urrent pi0 prodution ross-setion to the total harged urrent ross-setion
at the mean neutrino neutrino energy of 1.16 GeV. They obtain the preliminary value:
σ(NC pi0)
σ(CCTOT )
= (7.7± 0.5(stat.)+0.4−0.5(sys.)) · 10−2. (14)
Our predition for this quantity, inluding oherent ontribution and a fator 2/3 for NC
inoherent pion prodution to single out pi0 ontribution is:
σ(NC pi0)
σ(CCTOT )
= 7.9 · 10−2, (15)
whih fully agrees with data.
A general omment on the omparison with data: nearly all the ratios that have
been disussed, exept the nal-state-interation-orreted MiniBooNE result of the upper
panel of Fig.19, are sensitive to the presene of the np− nh (n = 2, 3) omponent in the
ross-setion. Sine the size magnitude is not so well tested, we an investigate what
beomes the omparison with data in the extreme situation when we totally suppress this
ontribution. For the last ratio disussed we obtain
σ(NC pi0)
(σ(CCTOT )− σ(CCnp−nh)) = 9.8 · 10
−2, (16)
appreiably above the experimental value.
As for the SiBooNE upper limit of the ratio of the pi+ oherent to total harged
urrent ross-setion, our predition at Eν=1.1 GeV, whih was 0.71·10−2, without np−nh
beomes 0.89·10−2, further above the experimental bound of 0.67·10−2.
4.3 Quasi-elasti ross-setion
A new preliminary result on absolute ross-setions has been presented by the MiniBooNE
ollaboration [15℄. This group gives in partiular the absolute value of the ross-setion
for quasi-elasti events, averaged over the neutrino ux and as a funtion of neutrino
energy. The omparison of these results with a predition based on the relativisti Fermi
gas model using the standard value of the axial ut-o mass MA = 1.03 GeV/c
2
reveals a
substantial disrepany. In the same model a modiation of the axial ut-o mass from
the standard value to the larger value MA = 1.35 GeV/c
2
is needed to aount for data.
A similar onlusion holds for the Q2 distribution [8℄ [9℄. The introdution of a realisti
spetral funtion for the nuleon does not alter this onlusion [32℄.
As a possible interpretation we question here the real denition of quasi-elasti events.
As already disussed above, the nulear medium is not a gas of independent nuleons,
orrelated only by the Pauli priniple, but there are additional orrelations. The ejetion
of a single nuleon (denoted as a genuine quasi-elasti event) is only one possibility, and
one must in addition onsider events involving a orrelated nuleon pair from whih the
partner nuleon is also ejeted. This leads to the exitation of 2 partile-2 hole (2p− 2h)
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urrent one pi
+
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ross-se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tion of neutrino energy.
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Figure 20: Quasi-elasti νµ-
12
C ross-setion per neutron as a funtion of neutrino en-
ergy. Dashed urve: pure quasi-elasti (1p − 1h) ross-setion; solid urve: with the
inlusion of np − nh omponent. The experimental MiniBooNE points are taken from
[15℄.
states whih have been abundantly disussed throughout this work. In the spin-isospin
hannel the orrelations, mostly the tensor ones, add 2p−2h strength to the 1p−1h events
[66℄. At present, in neutrino reations, suh events annot be experimentally distinguished
from the genuine quasi-elasti events and must be onsidered simultaneously. Notie that
the standard lower value of the axial mass, MA=1.03 GeV/c
2
, results from deuterium
bubble hamber experiments. In this ase the eet of tensor orrelation is also present
but at a lower level sine deuteron is a dilute system. Our sum of the ombined
12
C
quasi-elasti ross-setion and the 2p− 2h one is displayed in Fig.20. This predition ts
the experimental data exellently, better than expeted in view of the unertainties of our
2p−2h ross-setion. As for the ux averaged quasi-elasti ross-setion per neutron the
experimental value is 9.4 10−39 m2 (with a normalization error of 11%). Our predition
for this quantity is 6.3 10−39 m2 without 2p−2h ontribution and 9.0 10−39 m2 inluding
it, a value more in touh with the experimental one.
In view of the importane of the issue we want to investigate if this large 2p − 2h
ontribution is a genuine eet and not an artifat of the partiular parametrization that
we have used for the bare 2p − 2h hannel. For this, we introdue a dierent approah
whih exploits a mirosopi evaluation by Alberio et al. [66℄ of the 2p−2h ontribution
to the transverse magneti response of (e, e′) sattering. It does not have the shortomings
of our previous parameterizations whih have no momentum dependene. In the previous
ase the maximum of the 2p− 2h response RNN2p−2h always lies at low energy, ω ≃ 50 MeV,
irrespetive of the momentum, separating at large momentum from the quasi-elasti peak
whih instead gets shifted at larger energies. A similar feature exists in the N∆ part.
This is not realisti and below we sketh a possible way for improvements. The aim is
to extrat the 2p − 2h responses from the results of Alberio et al. [66℄, although they
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Thin lines: parametrization of Se.3.3 and used throughout the whole artile (denoted
old); bold lines: parametrization of Se.4.3 (new).
are available for a limited set of momenta and energies and they onern iron instead of
arbon. We have thus performed extrapolations both to over all the kinematial region
of neutrino reations and to go to the
12
C ase. For the set of Rστ(T )(ω, q) values that
we ould extrat [66℄ we have observed an approximate saling behavior with respet
to the variable x = q
2−ω2
2MNω
. A parametrization of the responses in terms of this variable
allows the extrapolation needed to over the full neutrino kinematial region and we have
now the new responses, RNN2p−2h(ω, q) and R
N∆
2p−2h(ω, q) in all the range. For the ∆∆ part,
whih is not well overed in [66℄ we have kept the previous parametrization, whih already
presents a proper q dependene owing to the ontribution of the in-medium ∆ width [70℄.
Another remark is in order. The evaluation of Ref.[66℄ of the 2p − 2h hannel does not
reprodue pion absorption in nulei at threshold, as observed by the authors. It gives a too
large value for the absorptive p-wave optial potential parameter [75℄, ImC0 ≃ 0.18m−6pi ,
instead of the best t value ImC0 ≃ 0.11m−6pi . To be as onsistent as possible with our
previous parametrization, whih omes from pion absorption, we have applied to our
saling funtion the redution fator
0.11
0.18
. The nulear mass dependene is taken are of
with the introdution of the Levinger fator, L, whih xes the number of quasi-deuteron
pairs in the nuleus dened as L ZN/A. We resale the iron results by a fator r, ratio
of the Levinger fators, for the two nulei. It is r = 0.8 aording to the A dependene
of the Laget formula [83℄ or a similar value, r ≃ 0.75 from [84℄. Altogether the global
redution fator applied to the iron saling funtion is ≃ 0.5.
Sine in the previous ase the RPA have little eet on the 2p − 2h omponent, we
introdue diretly the bare new 2p − 2h quantities in the neutrino ross-setion. The
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inuene of the new modelization of the 2p − 2h is displayed in Fig. 21 where the bare
partial and total np − nh dierential CC neutrino ross-setions at Eν = 0.7 GeV are
shown both for the previous parametrization and for the new one. The energy behaviors
are quite dierent, the NN ontribution is no longer loalized at small energies but is
spread over the whole energy range, a more realisti feature. A similar behavior ours for
N∆ part. However the integral over the energy, σnp−nh(Eν), is pratially not modied.
As a onsequene adding this ontributions to the quasi-elasti ross-setion we reah a
similar onlusion as before about the important role of the multi-nuleon hannel, as
illustrated in Fig. 22.
It indiates that, in the nulear medium, neutrino in this energy range do not interat
only with individual nuleons but also with pairs of nuleons, mostly n−p pairs orrelated
by the tensor interation. The spin dependent part of the neutrino interation with suh
a pair is stronger than with the same two nuleons when isolated. This inrease manifests
itself trough the 2p − 2h strength whih adds to the 1p − 1h part, an eet simulated
by an inrease of the axial ut-o mass. Quantitatively a onrmation on the theoretial
side of the exat magnitude through a detailed mirosopi alulation of the bare 2p−2h
response, whih will then be inserted in our RPA formalism, would be helpful. Also an
experimental identiation of the nal state would be of a great importane to larify
this point. In partiular the harge of the ejeted nuleons will be quite signiant. Sine
tensor orrelations involve n−p pairs, the ejeted pair is predominantly p−p for harged
urrent and n−p for neutral urrent. This predominane has the same origin as for p-wave
pi− absorption by nulei where n− n emission is favored over n− p emission [72, 79℄.
5 Summary and Conlusion
We have studied neutrino interations with light nulei whih enter the targets of present
or future experiments. Our theoretial tool is the theory of the nulear response treated
in the random phase approximation (RPA), a well established tehnique for the treat-
ment of eletromagneti or weak interations with nulei and whih have been used also
25
for strongly interating probes. The ruial element of the RPA treatment is the p − h
interation, in partiular for the spin-isospin one, whih has been taken from the au-
mulated knowledge on the spin-isospin responses. The main merit of this approah is to
allow unied desription of various hannels. It has some limitations whih restrit the
energy range of the neutrino to a region below ≃ 1.2 GeV. For instane the only nuleoni
resonane inorporated in the desription is the Delta resonane. Multi-pion prodution is
also ignored, as well as most meson exhange eets. Moreover, although both the Delta
propagator and the enter-of-mass orretion are the relativisti one, not all relativisti
eets are inluded in a systemati way.
The nal states onsidered are the quasi-elasti, 2p−2h, 3p−3h ones, and oherent or
inoherent pion prodution. Some hannels have the problem that nal state interations
are not inorporated. This is the ase for inoherent pion emission where the produed
pion an be absorbed on its way out of the nuleus leading to a multi-nuleon state.
Inoherent pion prodution is therefore overestimated and the multi-nuleon hannel a-
ordingly underestimated. This eet is visible in the sattering of physial pions on
12
C
in the region of the Delta peak. For a light nuleus suh as
12
C the eet is limited but
it beomes more serious in heavier nulei. Our method should be supplemented by an
evaluation of the nal state interation, for instane by a Monte Carlo method [61℄,[85℄.
The oherent hannel is partiularly interesting although it represents only a small
fration of the total pion emission. It does not suer from the previous limitations as
nal state interations are automatially inorporated in the RPA treatment whih is
partiularly suited for this hannel. Moreover, it is the only hannel whih is dominated
by the isospin spin-longitudinal response where olletive eets are very pronouned
while they remain moderate in the other hannels. The dierene between the rst order
term with one bubble (with Delta exitation) and the full RPA hain is quite large. In
this ontext we have used as a test of our spin longitudinal response the experimental
data on elasti pion sattering in the Delta region. It oers a diret test of the forward
oherent neutrino ross-setion to whih it is linked through the Adler theorem. Exept
for low pion energies near threshold (ω ≤ 200 MeV) where Adler's theorem fails, the
elasti ross-setion an be used to extrat the forward neutrino oherent ross-setion as
in the method of Rein-Sehgal.
For the evolution of the partial ross-setions with mass number in order to reah
the
40
Ca region, our desription indiates that, apart from the oherent pion prodution
whih evolves dierently, the other partial ross-setions sale essentially as the nuleon
number. Final state interations obviously will destroy this saling.
We have ompared our preditions with the available experimental data. Our ratio
for the oherent pion prodution over the total neutrino ross-setion is just ompatible
with the experimental upper limit. Another test onerns the ratio for harged urrents
pi+ prodution to the quasi-elasti ross-setion. A deliate point in the experiments
onerns the denition of a quasi-elasti proess and its separation from np − nh whih
the experiment does not distinguish. In one set of data a orretion is applied to obtain
a genuine quasi-elasti ross-setion and it is orreted as well for nal state interation.
In another set of results a generalized quasi-elasti is introdued, dened as events with
only one lepton. In this ase our 2p − 2h and 3p − 3h should be added to the quasi-
elasti omponent. Both lead to suessful omparisons with the two sets of experimental
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data. Further data involve a ratio of neutral urrent pi0 prodution to the total neutrino
ross-setion for harged urrents. Here again our evaluation agrees with data. It is quite
enouraging that the omparison with present experimental data is essentially suessful.
A distint feature of our approah, and one of our signiant results, is the large 2p−2h
omponent. It aets all the measured ratios disussed in this work. At the present level
of auray we have not found in these ratios any ontradition to its presene. It is
also supported by preliminary data on the absolute neutrino quasi-elasti ross-setion on
arbon. We suggest that the proposed inrease of the axial mass from the standard value
to a larger one to aount for the quasi-elasti data, reets the presene of a polarization
loud, mostly due to tensor interation, whih surrounds a nuleon in the nulear medium.
It translates into a nal state with ejetion of two nuleons, whih in the present stage
of the experiments is indistinguishable from the quasi elasti nal state. Although the
existene of suh 2p−2h omponent is not in question, for a fully quantitative evaluation
we plan to improve the desription of the multi-nuleon nal states by a mirosopi
treatment. Future preision experiments, suh as T2K, will be able to identify nal
states, namely p − p pairs for harged urrent and n − p pairs for neutral urrent, and
bring an experimental eluidation of this intriguing eet.
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A Inlusive neutrino-nuleus ross-setion
The invariant amplitude for the lepton-nuleus ross-setion, Eq. (1), results from the
ontration between the leptoni L and the hadroni H tensors
|T |2 = L00W 00 + L33W 33 + (L03 + L30)W 03 +
(L11 + L22)W
11 ± (L12 − L21)W 12
{
+ (ν)
− (ν¯) . (17)
The various L are the omponent of the leptoni tensor
Lµν = 8(kµk
′
ν + kνk
′
µ − gµνk.k′ ∓ iεµναβkαk′β) (18)
while the W of the hadroni one
W µν =
∑
P,P ′=N,∆
√
MP
EqP
√
MP ′
EqP ′
HµνPP ′ =
=
MN
EqN
HµνNN +
√
MN
EqN
√
M∆
Eq∆
HµνN∆ +
M∆
Eq∆
Hµν∆∆, (19)
where EqN = (q
2 + MN
2)1/2 and Eq∆ = (q
2 + M∆
2)1/2. This deomposition takes into
aount the dierent hannels of partile-hole exitations.
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The various leptoni tensor omponents are:
L00 = 8(k0k
′
0 + kk
′ cos θ),
L33 = 8(2k3k
′
3 + k0k
′
0 − kk′ cos θ),
L03 + L30 = 16(k0k
′
3 + k3k
′
0),
L11 + L22 = 16(2k
2
1 + k0k
′
0 − kk′ cos θ),
L12 − L21 = −i 8(k0k′3 − k3k′0),
with k3 =
k
q
(k′ cos θ − k),
k′3 =
k′
q
(k′ − k cos θ),
and k1 = k2 =
kk′
q
sin θ√
2
. (20)
For the hadroni tensor omponents we keep only the leading terms in the development
of the hadroni urrent in p/M , where p denotes the initial nuleon momentum. Marteau
investigated the importane of the momentum terms and found them to be small. The
omponents are related to the various nulear responses R as follows
H00PP ′ = α
0
Pα
0
P ′Rτ + β
0
Pβ
0
P ′Rl
H03PP ′ = α
0
Pα
3
P ′Rτ + β
0
Pβ
3
P ′Rl
H33PP ′ = α
3
Pα
3
P ′Rτ + β
3
Pβ
3
P ′Rl
H11PP ′ = γ
0
Pγ
0
P ′Rt + δ
0
P δ
0
P ′Rt
H22PP ′ = H
11
PP ′,
H12PP ′ = −iγ0P δ0P ′Rt − iδ0Pγ0P ′Rt. (21)
For sake of illustration we give the expliit expression of H00:
H00 =
∑
P,P ′=N,∆
H00PP ′ =
= α0Nα
0
NR
NN
τ + β
0
Nβ
0
NR
NN
l + 2β
0
Nβ
0
∆R
N∆
l + β
0
∆β
0
∆R
∆∆
l .
(22)
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The quantities α, β, γ and δ are expressed in terms of the usual form fators, namely
α0P = N
q
P
[
F1 − F2 q
2
2MP (E
q
P +MP )
]
,
α3P = N
q
P
[
F1 − F2 ω
2MN
] |q|
EqP +MP
,
β0P = N
q
P
[
G∗A −GP
ω
2MN
] |q|
EqP +MP
,
β3P = N
q
P
[
GA −GP q
2
2MN (E
q
P +MP )
]
,
γ0P = N
q
P
[
F1 − F2 ω
2MN
+ F2
EqP +MP
2MP
] |q|
EqP +MP
,
δ0P = −N qPGA. (23)
We have introdued in the time omponent of the axial urrent a renormalization fator
G∗A = GA(1 + δ) to aount meson exhange eets whih are known to be important in
this hannel [68℄. Even with the large value δ = 0.5 the eet of this renormalization is
small. The most aeted hannel is the oherent, whih is redued by ≃ 10%.
A.1 Spin longitudinal ontribution to the quasi elasti ross-setion
We onsider the limit of vanishing lepton mass. In this ase the relevant leptoni tensor
omponents redue to
L00 = 4[(k + k
′)2 − q2] = q
2
ω2
L33 = −1
2
q
ω
(L03 + L30). (24)
The longitudinal ontribution to the quantity |T |2 involves
β0N
2
L00+β
3
N
2
L33+β
0
Nβ
3
N(L00+L33) = N
q
N
2
G2AL00
[
q2
(EqN +MN )
2
+
ω2
q2
− 2ω
q
|q|
EqN +MN
]
.
(25)
Negleting the struk nuleon momentum, the transferred energy ω in a quasi-elasti
proess is ω = EqN −MN , whih implies the braket on the r.h.s. of Eq.(25) to vanish.
B Partile-hole polarization propagators
B.1 Bare
In this Appendix we give the expressions of the bare partile-hole polarization propagators.
The nuleon-hole polarization propagator is the standard Lindhard funtion [86℄.
For the Delta-hole polarization propagator we use the relativisti expression
Π∆−h(q) =
32M˜∆
9
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
θ(kF − k)
[
1
s− M˜2∆ + iM˜∆Γ∆
− 1
u− M˜2∆
]
, (26)
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where s and u are the Mandelstam variables. M˜∆ = M∆ +40(MeV )
ρ
ρ0
is the mass of the
∆ in the nulear medium and Γ∆ is the in medium Delta width. The last two quantities
are taken from [70℄.
For the 2p− 2h polarization propagators we onsider only the imaginary parts. Their
expressions, whih represent an extrapolation of threshold results of [72℄ are
Im(Π0NN) = 4piρ
2 (2MN +mpi)
2
(2MN + ω)2
C1Φ1(ω)
[
1
ω2
]
Im(Π0N∆) = −4piρ2
(2MN +mpi)
2
(2MN + ω)2
C2Φ2(ω) Re
[
1
ω(ω − M˜∆ +MN + iΓ∆2 )
+
1
ω(ω + M˜∆ −MN)
]
Im(Π0∆∆) = −4piρ2
(2MN +mpi)
2
(2MN + ω)2
C3Φ3(ω)
[
1
(ω + M˜∆ −MN )2
]
. (27)
The Ci onstants are set to C1 = 0.045, C2 = 0.08, C3 = 0.06, while the Φi(ω) inlude
phase spae, pion and rho propagators.
B.2 RPA
Here we dene the RPA expressions of the response funtions for nite nulei.
First we introdue the projetion of the bare propagators on the Legendre's polyno-
mials PL through
Π0(L)(ω, q, q′) = 2pi
∫
du PL(u)Π
0(ω, q, q′),
Π
0(L)
kF (R)
(ω, q, q′) = 2pi
∫
du PL(u)Π
0
kF (R)
(ω,
q + q′
2
), (28)
where q = |q|, q′ = |q′|, u = cos(q̂, q̂′).
Starting from Eqs.(5) and (28), after some algebrai manipulations, one obtains
Π0(L)(ω, q, q′) = 4pi
∑
l1,l2
(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)
(
l1 l2 L
0 0 0
)2
×
∫
dRR2 jl1(qR) jl1(q
′R)Π
0(l2)
kF (R)
(ω, q, q′) (29)
with the usual three-j symbol and l-order Bessel funtion jl(x).
This is the starting point for the alulations of isovetor and spin-isospin response fun-
tions.
The free isovetor (or harge) response funtion an be expressed through
R0NNcc (ω, q) = −
V
pi
∑
J
2J + 1
4pi
Im
[
Π
0(J)
N−h(ω, q, q)
]
. (30)
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The RPA isovetor response funtion
RNNcc (ω, q) = −
V
pi
Im [ΠccNN (ω, q, q), ] = −
V
pi
∑
J
2J + 1
4pi
Im
[
Π(J)ccNN (ω, q, q)
]
, (31)
is obtained solving the following equation
Π(J)ccNN (ω, q, q
′) = Π
0(J)
N−h(ω, q, q
′) +
∫
dk k2
(2pi)3
Π
0(J)
N−h(ω, q, k) V
NN
c (k) Π
(J)
ccNN
(ω, k, q′). (32)
For the spin-isospin longitudinal and transverse responses we introdue the following
quantities
Π
0(J)
llPP ′
(ω, q, q′) =
∑
L=J±1
a2JLΠ
0(L)
PP ′ (ω, q, q
′),
Π
0(J)
ltPP ′
(ω, q, q′) =
∑
L=J±1
aJLbJLΠ
0(L)
PP ′ (ω, q, q
′),
Π
0(J)
ttPP ′
(ω, q, q′) =
∑
L=J±1
b2JLΠ
0(L)
PP ′ (ω, q, q
′). (33)
where
aJL =
−
√
J
2J+1
for L=J-1,√
J+1
2J+1
for L=J+1.
bJL =

√
J+1
2J+1
for L=J-1,√
J
2J+1
for L=J+1,
1 for L=J.
(34)
Note that, in general, for nite systems Π
0(J)
lt 6= 0.
The bare responses in a partiular hannel k (k = QE, 2p− 2h, ...) are given by
R0PP
′
(k)xy(ω, q) = −
V
pi
∑
J
2J + 1
4pi
Im[Π
0(J)
(k)xyPP ′
(ω, q, q)], (35)
with x, y = l, t, referred to the longitudinal or transverse hannel, and PP ′ = N,∆.
The seond term of Eq.(10) in the hannel k, namely
ImΠ(k) = |1 + ΠV |2 ImΠ0(k), (36)
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with Π the full polarization propagator, expliitly writes
Π
(J)
(k)xyPP ′
(ω, q, q′) = Π
0(J)
(k)xyPP ′
(ω, q, q′)
+
∫
dp p2
(2pi)3
∑
QR
ww′
Π
0(J)
(k)xwPQ
(ω, q, p) V QRww′(p) Π
(J)
w′yQP ′
(ω, p, q′)
+
∫
dp p2
(2pi)3
∑
QR
ww′
(Π(J)xwPQ(ω, q, p) V
QR
ww′(p))
∗Π
0(J)
(k)w′yQP ′
(ω, p, q′)
+
∫ ∫
dp p2
(2pi)3
dp′ p′2
(2pi)3
∑
QQ′RR′
ww′zz′
(Π(J)xwPR(ω, q, p) V
RQ
wz (p))
∗
Π
0(J)
(k)zz′
QQ′
(ω, p, p′) V Q
′R′
z′w′ (p
′) Πw′yR′P ′ (ω, p
′, q′), (37)
where x, y, w, w′, z, z′ = l or t and P, P ′, Q,Q′, R, R′ = N,∆.
The solution of this equation leads to the orresponding response funtions
RPP
′
(k)xy(ω, q) = −
V
pi
∑
J
2J + 1
4pi
Im[Π
(J)
(k)xyPP ′
(ω, q, q)]. (38)
In our alulations the maximum multipole number is set to J = 25 whih turns out to
be suient to reah the onvergene.
The rst term of Eq.(10), whih represents oherent proesses, expliitly writes
Π
(J)
(co.)xyPP ′
(ω, q, q′) =
∫
dp p2
(2pi)3
(Π
(J)
xlPQ(ω, q, p))
∗Im
(
V QQ
′
pi (p)
)
Π
(J)0
lyQ′P ′(ω, p, q
′)
= −i q
2
pi
16pi2
(
f 2
m2pi
(Π
(J)
xlPN(ω, q, qpi))
∗Π
(J)
lyNP ′(ω, qpi, q
′)
+
ff ∗
m2pi
(Π
(J)
xlPN(ω, q, qpi))
∗Π
(J)
ly∆P ′(ω, qpi, q
′)
+
f ∗f
m2pi
(Π
(J)
xlP∆(ω, q, qpi))
∗Π
(J)
lyNP ′(ω, qpi, q
′)
+
f ∗2
m2pi
(Π
(J)
xlP∆(ω, q, qpi))
∗Π
(J)
ly∆P ′(ω, qpi, q
′)
)
, (39)
where
Im (Vpi) = Im
(
Cpi
q2
ω2 − q2 −m2pi + iη
)
= −i Cpi pi q2δ(q2 − q2pi) = −i Cpi pi
qpi
2
δ(|q| − qpi),
(40)
with Cpi the generi Nuleon- or Delta-pion oupling onstant and qpi =
√
ω2 −m2pi.
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